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Visualized Results
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Figure 1: Some HOI detection results on HICO-DET [1].
We visualize some HOI detection results of our IDN on HICO-DET [1] in Fig. 1. As shown, IDN is
able to decompose and integrate various HOIs in diverse scenes and accurately detect them.
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Result Analysis

We illustrate the detailed comparison between our method, Peyre et al. [3] and DJ-RN [2] on Rare
set on HICO-DET [1] in Fig. 2. We can find that our IDN outperforms Peyre et al. [3] and DJ-RN
[2] on various rare HOIs. The effectiveness of our IDN on Rare set proves that the dynamically
learned interaction representation can greatly alleviate the data deficiency of the rare HOIs.
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Chart title
pet-zebra
hug-cow
hug-fire_hydrant
kiss-cow
wash-toilet
flush-toilet
kiss-elephant
wash-train
wash-sink
open-oven
wash-motorcycle
smell-donut
cook-sandwich
inspect-orange
sign-baseball_bat
eat-orange
cut-sandwich
load-horse
repair-toaster
squeeze-orange
drag-surfboard
load-surfboard
dry-cat
operate-toaster
throw-baseball_bat
pet-bird
wash-wine_glass
direct-bus
inspect-tennis_racket
adjust-skis
slide-pizza
lick-bottle
smell-apple
direct-car
wash-bicycle
lick-bowl
wash-fork
inspect-handbag
smell-carrot
wash-carrot
lick-wine_glass
set-umbrella
repair-cell_phone
load-train
hop_on-horse
wash-surfboard
adjust-snowboard
cut-banana
stab-person
wave-bus
clean-dining_table
move-refrigerator
pick-orange
wash-bowl
buy-orange
buy-banana
buy-pizza
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Figure 2: Performance comparison between our method, Peyre et al. [3] and DJ-RN [2] on Rare set
of
HICO-DET
[1].
Bar
chart showing
horizontal columns. This chart type is often beneficial for
smaller screens, as the user can scroll through the data vertically, and axis
labels are easy to read.
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Code

We provide our source code in https://github.com/DirtyHarryLYL/HAKE-Action-Torch/
tree/IDN-(Integrating-Decomposing-Network) under our project HAKE-Action-Torch
(https://github.com/DirtyHarryLYL/HAKE-Action-Torch).
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